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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which User Layer requires the least amount of administrative
effort to store user settings limited to Microsoft Outlook data
and settings for a hosted shared desktop solution based on
Windows Server 2012?
A. Citrix Profile Management with Full
B. Session Office 365
C. Office 365
D. Full
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which file would be used to configure a user's interactive bash
shell?
A. .bashrc
B. .profile
C. .bash
D. ~/.int_bash
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
An executive in your company wants to see reports from the
Orion website. However,
Sarbanes-Oxley (SOX) rules preclude you from giving them an
account for the website.
Which type of access should you use to allow them to see
reports that are sent to them?
A. DirectLink
B. PassLink
C. PassThrough
D. Guest
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4
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client_id = '&lt;Client id&gt;'
api_key = '&lt;API Key&gt;'
url = 'https://api.amp.cisco.com/v1/computers'
response = requests.get(url, auth=(client_id, api_key))
response_json = response.json()
for computer in response_json['data']
hostname = computer['hostname']
print(hostname)
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Answer: A
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